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ABSTRACT

The cohesion and psychological readiness for war (psychological
orientation toward being a soldier) of junior enlisted (EI-E4) combat service
support soldiers in both a light and a mechanized division were measured by an
extensive survey questionnaire and the general findings show that:

1. Combat service support soldiers differ from previously surveyed combat
soldiers in the way that they think about the Army as revealed in the
factor structure of their responses.

2. Satisfaction with the Army is higher in support troops compared to
previously surveyed combat troops in one light division.

3. Projections based on very small sample sizes are that the confidence
that soldiers have in their company and platoon officers as leaders is
the same for male and female officers and does not depend on sex.

4. Projections based on very small sample sizes are tat the confidence
that soldiers have in their NCOs as leaders is th'Esame for male and
female NCOs and does not depend on the sex of the soldiers except that
male soldiers report lower confidence in a female First Sergeant.

5. The horizontal cohesion and combat readiness scores were lower in those
companies where there was more than one soldier who did not expect to go
to war with their unit. The horizontal cohesion score and the
proportion of soldiers who did not expect to go were inversely
correlated.

6. The well-being and satisfaction of single parents was not different from
that of other support soldiers.

7. The horizontal cohesion of line support companies was higher than that
of headquarters support companies.

8. The average soldier's rating of platoon and squad level horizontal
cohesion was higher than his or her rating of company level horizontal
cohesion in the mechanized and light support soldiers as well as in the
light combat soldiers.

9. Compared to the support soldiers in the conventionally organized
mechanized division, the support soldiers in the light division had the
same satisfaction, higher cohesion, higher perceived readiness for
combat and the same perceived capability of the unit to perform support
and self-defense simultaneously.

-3-
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INTRODUCTION

The full functioning of an Army division requires assurance that all of
its major components are working at an adequate level. This research was
undertaken to fill the apparent lack of any prior psychosocial evaluation of
combat service support units. Cohesion and other attributes related to
psychological orientation toward being a soldier (including psychological
readiness for war) in Army combat service support units is the focus of study
within both conventionally organized and light Divisions (Harrison, Rothberg

and Meckel, 1987). This report presents the findings from the surveys of
conmat service support soldiers in light infantry and mechanized infantry
divisions and selected conparative results from previously surveyed combat
soldiers in the same light infantry division-

METHODOLOGIC ISSUES

Method

This survey study of infantry combat service support (CSS) soldiers draws
on the items and scales previously developed for combat (CBT) soldiers
(Appendix B presents the items and scales). We present the CSS results
separately for soldiers in the light (CSSL) and mechanized (CSSM) divisions.
The survey instrument was 30 pages in length and was adkministered to company
or battalion groups in one and one-half hour sessions. The great majority of
questions asked the soldier to select the single most appropriate response
from a small nunmber of alternatives representing assessment of quantities or
extent of agreement with substantive or attitudinal issues related to unit
climate and interpersonal characterizations. We have used the Unit Manning
System Evaluation scales for confidence in officers as leaders, confidence in
NCOs as leaders, horizontal cohesion, combat readiness, and general well
being. The satisfaction scale was constructed from the 21 item satisfaction
section of the questionnaire. The company and platoon/squad level horizontal
cohesion scales were constructed from the division of the horizontal cohesion
items into unambiguous subsets. To provide comparability with the previously
reported combat soldier survey work reported for the Unit Manning System

Evaluation, 2 '3 , 4 , 5 ' 6 the domain of analysis of the survey was restricted to
those respondents in the lower enlisted grades (El through E4) who were in one
of the companies from which there were ten or more El through E4 survey
respondents. Participation in the survey was voluntary. Because we have no
other information, we are forced to assume that the answers of the respondents
are representative of those who did not respond to the survey.

-4-
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Response Rate

The organization of the Combat Service Support units for the light
Infantry Division (DISCOM) at the time of our survey in late August and early
October 1987 included four Battalions (Headquarters, Medical, Maintenance, and
Supply and Transportation) with approximately 615 soldiers in grades El
through E4 distributed in 15 companies. This is the CSSL sawple, see Table 1.
The 331 EI-E4 respondents in the 10 companies where there were 10 or more
El-E4 respondents represent two thirds of the companies and 54% of the
assigned strength of 615 lower enlisted personnel. The lower enlisted female
respondent proportion of 18.9% from the ten companies is not statistically
different from the 15.8% proportion of females in the lower enlisted grades in
all 15 companies (chi-sq=l.6, df=l, ns).

The organization of the Combat Service Support units in the mechanized
infantry division at the time of our survey in May 1988 included six
battalions or equivalents (four support battalions, headquarters, and an NBC
(nuclear, biological, and chemical) group). This is tViStSM sample, see
Table 1. The 1013 E1-E4 survey respondents from companies with 10 or more
EI-E4 respondents represent all of the companies and 64% of the 1584 assigned
EI-E4 in the 22 companies. The 227 EI-E4 female respondents were 22.4% of the
respondents which is the same (chi-sq = 0.7, df = I, ns) as the proportion of
lower enlisted females in this mechanized combat service support division
(23.3%). Our statements about CSS soldiers are based on the CSSL and CSSM
data.

The data for the combat soldiers (the CBTL sample) were derived from an
extended survey with multiple administrations in the same light division
(M.Vaitkus, personal communication). Although we selected the data of the
1981 fourth administration, closest in time to the CSSL survey, that time was

late in the life cycle of the CBTL and the scores were rapidly changing. 6) The
interpretation of the scores of the CSSL relative to CBTL would change if a
different point of comparison were chosen. For comparability, we adopted the
same criterion of only reporting the responses of EI-E4 soldiers when they
came from a unit where there were 10 or more EI-E4 respondents from that same
unit.

Response Style

A preliminary question was raised about the way that CSS and CBT soldiers
think about the survey items. To explore the differences between the groups,
a factor analysis was run on the 71 core items which had been used without
alteration in the surveys of the CBTL (n=844) and CSSL (n=256) soldiers in a
light division at the same post and for the CSSM (n=780) at a second post.
The principal component factor analysis used varimax rotation and was

- 5 -
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arbitrarily limited to six factors. The first listed items (those with
loadings of 0.6 or greater on the first of six factors after varimax rotation)
were compared by inspection of the items. The rotated factor pattern and
eigenvalues for CSSL, CSSl, and CBTL are reproduced as Appendix A.

Descriptively, the -irst factor accounted for about a sixth of the
variance of the data while the six-factor solution accounted for about half of
the variance in the data. While the factor analysis of data from the CBTL
seemed to account for less variance on the first factor but more on the
six-factor solution (compared to the CSSL and CSSM), an appropriate
statistical test of this apparent relationship has not been located. The
amount of variance accounted for by the first factor is 12.9% for CBTL, 15.0%
for CSSM, and 15.2% for CSSL while the variance accounted for by the six
factor solution is 51% for CBTL, 46.6% for CSSM, and 47.7% for CSSL. As will
be seen below, this similarity of amount of variance explained by the factor
analysis is not accompanied by a similarity in the nature of the first listed
items included as most heavily loading on the first factor of the six-factor
solution.

The response patterns were consistently negative in the CSSL, CSSM and
CBTL first listed items. These items may be thought of a& those which form
the group which was answered most consistently across afF of the respondents.

The CSSL first listed items seem to reflect company level fragmentation
with the exception of a negative appraisal of the company officers and an
indifferent response to the company pride item. The CSSL first listed items
of the first factor consist of:--

P2 People in this company feel very close.
PI This conpany is one of the best in the Army.
P29 I like being in this company.
P3 The officers in this company really seem to know their stuff.
FX2 I am proud of my company.
FX3 I really feel that I belong in my company.
P28 As time goes on. people in this company will get even tighter.
FX5 There is a lot of teamwork and cooperation among soldiers in my company.
P31 In this company, people really look out for each other.

The CSSN soldiers partially replicated this finding in that their first
listed items also seemed to reflect company level fragmentation. The CSSM
first listed items of the first factor consist of

P29 1 like being in this company.
FX2 I am proud of my company.
PI This company is one of the best in the Army.
FX3 I really feel that I belong in my company.
P4 My company would do a better job in combat.
P12 I am impressed with the quality of leadership in this company.

The CBTL first listed items of the first factor seem to characterize a
negation of the "caring leadership" image and consist of:--

DSI4 My officers are interested in my personal welfare.

-6-
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DSI6 My officers are interested in what I think and feel about things.
DSI2 ly platoon leader talks to me personally outside normal duties.
OSi3 The company commander talks to me personally outside normal duties.
DS24 Officers in my company are the kind I would want to serve under in combat.
OSl7 My NCOs are interested in what I think and how I feel about things.
0S15 My NCOs are interested in my personal welfare.

These results indicate that, as groups, the CSS and CBT soldiers do not
respond in the same way. The CSS (both CSSL and CSStI) soldiers seem to be
most consistent in terms of the factor of horizontal (peer) items, though they
evaluate those items negatively, while the CBTL soldiers were most consistent
in terms of the factor of vertical (leader) items though they also evaluate
those items negatively.

-- 7--
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HYPOTHESES AND RESULTS

The hypotheses which we tested in the quantitative survey data were
derived from an extensive series of interviews held in the months prior to the

survey at the CSSL post. 7 ' 8 ' 9

The results are presented as CSSL versus CBTL and where the hypotheses
permit, are supplemented by the CSSL versus CSSM comparison. Unless otherwise
qualified, the term soldier refers to both male and female soldiers.

Hypothesis 1: Satisfaction in Combat and Support Soldiers.

Soldier complaints about the difficulties in meeting the demands of the
support mission led us to the hypothesis that the combajsUpport soldiers whom
we surveyed would score lower on the measures of soldier-satisfaction than
comparable enlisted combat soldiers in the same division. The "Satisfaction"
scale consists of twenty one items about the Army lifestyle on which the
soldiers rated their feelings from "Completely Dissatisfied" to "Completely
Satisfied".

The CSSL support soldier score (see Table 2) was not lower but rather,
was higher (t=8.9, df=1268, p<.O01) than the CBTL combat soldier score. The
CSSI score was not different (t=1.25, df=1201, ns) from the CSSL score.

This contradicts the hypothesis that support soldiers are less satisfied
than combat soldiers for light infantry. The lack of difference between the
survey scores of the light and mechanized combat service support soldiers
leads us to conclude that support soldiers are not less satisfied than combat
soldiers.

Hypothesis 2: Leader-Led Confidence and Sex, Officers.

The null hypothesis is that the confidence that soldiers have in their
officers as leaders is the same for male and female officers and does not
depend on the sex of the soldiers. Data are available for Company Commanders
and Platoon Leaders. Despite the small numbers of female leaders which means
that the statistical analysis has low power (i.e., there could be a very large
effect that we did not detect because of the small numbers) we have chosen to
present these data to document our pilot analysis and present a reference
point (albeit a weak point) where there was none before.

A: Company Commanders. For the CSSL soldiers, the data do not contradict

• . ,,am I I-8-
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the null hypotheses that there are no sex differences in the scores given to
their company coamanders as leaders (ANOVA for sex of leaders and sex of
soldiers, F=2.4, df'j, 935, ns), based on the 9 male and one female company
commanders.

For the CSSI soldiers, there is no independent effect for sex of leader
or sex of soldier (F=1.4, df=3, 305, ns) but there is a significant
interaction term (f=4.75, p=.03) because female soldiers gave elevated
confidence scores (x=44.7) to the four female company commanders compared to
an elevated mean of 37.4 for the scores given by all CSSIN soldiers to the 22
CSS*1 company commanders.

8: Platoon Leaders. For the CSSL soldiers, the data do not contradict the
null hypothesis of no sex differences (F=2.28, df=3, 300, ns) based on the
five female and 41 male platoon leaders. For the CSSIl soldiers, there is no
independent effect for sex of leader and sex of soldier (F=l.8, df=3, 932, ns)
but there is a significant reduction in the mean score given by all of their
platoon soldiers to the four female platoon leaders (x=33.2) compared to the
mean given by all of their platoon soldiers to the 137 male platoon leaders
(x=37.7).

Although our analysis was restricted by the smal I•-umbers of female
officers in command positions, there is no overwhelming evidence that a
soldier's confidence in their leader is determined by the sex of the leader.
We accept the null hypothesis.

Hypothesis 3: Leader-Led Confidence and Sex, NCOs.

The null hypothesis that the confidence that soldiers have in their NCOs
as leaders is the same for male and female NCOs and does not depend on the sex
of the soldier was proposed. Confidence of soldiers in their Non-Commissioned
Officers was measured by sex of NCO and sex of soldier for Squad Leader,
Platoon Sergeant and First Sergeant for both CSSL and CSSII. As was argued
above under Hypothesis 2, we present these data despite their statistical
weaknes s.

A: Squad Leaders: For CSSL, there was no effect on the NCO confidence
scale scores given by soldiers to their 16 female and 146 male squad leaders
as a function of the sex of the soldier, the sex of the squad leader or the
interaction of these terms (ANOVA: F=0.3, df=3, 3007, ns). For CSSM, there
also was no effect of sex on the scores given to the 45 female and 347 male
squad leaders (F=0.2, df=3, 946, ns).

B: Platoon Sergeants: In the CSSL, no female soldiers had a female
platoon sergeant. There was no effect on the NCO confidence scale scores
given by the soldiers to their one female and 45 male platoon sergeants as a
function of the sex of the soldier or the sex of the squad leader (ANOVA:
F=0.5, df=2, 308, ns). For CSSI, there also was no effect of sex on the

- 9 -
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scores given to the 8 female and 133 male platoon sergeants (F=1.6, df=3, 949,
ns).

C: First Sergeants: For CSSL, there was an effect of the sex of the first
sergeant on the NCO confidence scale scores given by the soldiers to the one
female and 9 male first sergeants (ANOVA: F=5.1, df=3, 308, p=.002). The mean
score of 37.9 given to the one female First Sergeant by her 39 soldiers was
significantly lower than the average score of 51.2 given by the 273 soldiers
to their 9 male First Sergeants (F=14.21, p<.O01). For CSSH, there was no
effect of the sex of the First Sergeant, the sex of the soldier, or their
interaction on the NCO confidence scale scores given by the soldiers to their

one female or 21 male First Sergeants (F=.9, df=3, 951, ns).

The null hypothesis was not contradicted in five of the six comparisons
for which we had data. The exception was that CSSL male soldiers reported
lower confidence in their NCOs if the First Sergeant was female compared to
male soldiers reports of NCO confidence when their First Sergeant was male.

Hypothesis 4: Cohesion, Readiness and Non-deployability.

Field observations reported some resentment by male soldiers of their
perceived unrellability of female soldiers. One of the reasons for that
perception was the assertion by some females that they would not have to go to
war with their unit because they were female. The hypothesis was framed that
the horizontal cohesion scale scores and the combat readiness scale scores
would be lower for those units where the females said that they did not expect
to go to war. In consideration of the relatively small numbers of survey
respondents, the hypothesis was recast to predict that the scores for the
entire company on the horizontal cohesion and readiness for combat scales
would be lower in those companies where more than one of the soldiers, male or
female, responded that they would not go with their unit if their unit went to
war (we refer to such a soldier as a "no-go" and Table 3a presents some of the
details of the response to this item).

For CSSL, the no-go rate was 13.3% overall and the distribution was
bimodal across companies:--none or one no-go occurred in 6 companies (0%, 0%,
4.3%, 5.0%, 6.71%, 7.7%) while there were four companies with seven to sixteen
no-go responses (15.9%, 16.0%, 18.9% and 23.8%). These four companies with
seven to sixteen no-go encompassed 671% of the survey respondents. And indeed,
the combat readiness scale score for the soldiers in the six companies with
none or one no-go (see Table 3) was higher (t=3.77, df=317, p<.001) than the
score for the soldiers in the four companies with seven or more no-go
responses. The result is similar for the horizontal cohesion scale scores:--
for the soldiers in the six companies with ncae or one no-go, the horizontal
cohesion scale scores were higher (t=3.11, df=317, p=C.002) than those of the
soldiers in the other four companies. The no-go rate within a company was
correlated inversely with the horizontal cohesion score (r=-0.73, n=10, p=.02)
but not correlated with the combat readiness score (r=-0.52, n=l0, ns).

- 10 -
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For CSSM, the no-go rate was 18.6% with approximately continuous
variability across companies ranging from I to 28 soldiers per company or, on
a percentage basis, from a low of 2 no-go in a company of 42 (4.8%) to a high
of 6 out of il (54.5%) but with no obvious division into two regions as was
seen for the CSSL. Since the structure of the data is not the same in the two
divisions, we could not provide a parallel analysis for the CSSM that was
similar to that used for the CSSL. Instead, we used a median split of the CSSM
into the If units with the lowest no-go rate contrasted with the other I.
This seems not too far from the 9 and 13 unit split that would have resulted
from applying the CSSL unit proportions to the CSSN. An alternative would be
to rank order the units and attempt to match the proportion of no-go
respondents The mean contmat readiness score for the soldiers in units with the
lower rate of no-go was higher (t=3.70, df=961, p<.OOi) than the score for the
soldiers in units with the higher rate of no-go. The horizontal cohesion
scale scores show a similar pattern:--for soldiers in the units with the lower
rate of no-go, the horizontal cohesion scale score was higher (t=4.24, df:972,
p<.O01) than the score for soldiers in the other companies with the higher
rate of no-go. The no-go rate within a company was correlated inversely with
the horizontal cohesion score (r=-0.45, n=22, p=.04) but not correlated with
the combat readiness score (r=-.03, n=22, ns).

Our data do not contradict the hypothesis that the presence of soldiers
who do not expect to go to war with their unit lowers the average unit
horizontal cohesion.

Hypothesis 5: Well-Being and Satisfaction in Single Parents.

The rigorous time demands placed on soldiers in the light CSS were
reported to weigh particularly heavily on the single parent. The hypothesis
was offered that the Well-Being (GWB) and the Satisfaction (SAT) scale scores
would be lower for single parents in the CSSL than for other soldiers in the
CSSL, and that the single parent scores would be lower in CSSL conpared to
CSSN.

With only five single parents in the CSSL there were no measurable
differences in the GWB (t=O.4, df=296, ns) or SAT (t=O.3, df=328, ns) scores
for the single parents (see Table 4) compared to the other, non-single parent
soldiers. For CSSM, there also was no difference in the GUB (t=1.3, df=887,
ns) or SAT (t=O.9, df=899, ns) scores for the 31 single parents compared to
the other soldiers. There was no difference in the GWB and SAT scores of
single parents between CSSM and CSSL (GWB: t=0.6, df=32, ns. SAT: t=0.2,
df=34, ns).

Based on the responses of the single parents in our two samples, we could
detect no differences in the well-being or satisfaction scores compared to the
other combat service support soldiers within their respective divisions nor
could we measure a difference between the few single parents in a light versus

- 1I -
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a mechanized support division.

Hypothesis 6: Horizontal Cohesion in Headquarters and Line
Comipanies.

The nature of the tasks required of soldiers in line companies is not the
same as headquarters companies. We hypothesized that the relatively greater
emphasis on group performance observed in the line companies would appear as
higher horizontal cohesion. For this phase of the analysis, the headquarters
co•pany of the headquarters battalion was omitted.

The average horizontal cohesion scale score of CSSL soldiers in the six
line companies (see Table 5) was higher (t=3.24, df=304, p=0.O01) than that of
the three headquarters companies. This was not seen in the CBTL where the
line scores were not different (t=0.8, df=1034, ns) from the headquarter
scores. For the CSSI, the average horizontal cohesion scale score of soldiers
in the 17 line companies was higher (t=2.90, df=928, p=.004) than that of the
4 headquarters companies. - -'

The hypothesis that the headquarters companies have lower horizontal
cohesion scores was not contradicted within the CSS (CSSL or CSSM) but was
rejected for the CBTL companies.

Hypothesis 7: Horizontal Cohesion at the Platoon and Company
Level.

The observation that soldiers relate more toward the platoon than the
company led to the hypothesis that horizontal cohesion scores relative to the
platoon should be higher than for the company. The horizontal cohesion scale
is a composite containing six items relating to company, six items relating to
platoon or squad, and one non-specific item.

For CSSL, the average soldier's responses on the platoon and squad level
sub-scale score (see Table 6) was indeed higher (t=3.48, df= 637, p= 0.003)
than the company level horizontal cohesion sub-scale score. This was seen as
well in the CBTL (t=5.4, df=2063, p<.O01). For CSSII, the platoon and squad
level sub-scale score is also higher (t=8.24, df=1933, p<.O01) than the
company level horizontal cohesion sub-scale score.

These data are consistent with the hypothesis that self-reported rating
of horizontal cohesion is stronger for the platoon and squad items than it is
for the company items.

- 12 -
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Hypothesis 8: Liqht versus Conventional Organization and Scores
for Satisfaction, Readiness, Horizontal Cohesion, and Dual Mission.

The negative effect of the workload associated with light compared to
mechanized DISCOM units was tested by comparison of the soldiers' survey
responses. The reports of their satisfaction (SAT), readiness for combat
(RFC), horizontal cohesion (HC), and perception of abi l1ity to sinmuItaneously
perform the support and defense components of their mission (DM) were
compared.

The scores for the CSSL (see Table 7) were not entirely the same (SAT:
t=1.2, df=1201, ns. RFC: t=8.0, df=1280, p<.O01. HC: t=3.9, df=i291,
p<.O01. DM: t=l.1, df=1310, ns) as the scores for CSSI.

The CSSL had the same satisfaction, higher cohesion, higher perceived
readiness for conbat, and the same perceived ability to perform the unit's
support and defense mission compared to CSSM.

- 13-
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DISCUSSION

The cohesion and psychological orientation toward being a soldier
(including psychological readiness for war) of junior enlisted (EI-E4) combat
service support soldiers In both a light and a conventionally organized
division were surveyed with an extensive questionnaire and show that, on a
unit basis, there were a number of differences.

Combat service support soldiers differ from combat soldiers in the way
that they think about the Army. This was revealed in the factor structure of
their responses. The extent to which these differences influence the
subsequent analyses is unclear but it does suggest that scales developed and
validated on CSS soldiers may not be maximally efficient or entirely
appropriate for CBT soldiers. This qualitative picture could benefit from
further study to derive a formal proceciure for drawing inferences about the
meaning of these differences.

Satisfaction with the Army is higher in support trops compared to combat
troops as surveyed in one light division. This is an unexpected finding which
may be due to the combat units being late in their COHORT life-cycle (as
suggested by M.Vaitkus, personal communication) This relation could be pursued
by systematic interviews or by comparison of these satisfaction scores with
those of other pairs of combat and support divisions.

Confidence that soldiers have in their company and platoon officers as
leaders is the same for male and female officers and does not depend on sex.
Similarly, the confidence that soldiers have in their NCOs as leaders is the
same for male and female NCOs and does not depend on the sex of the soldiers
with the exception of male soldiers reporting lower confidence in a female
First Sergeant. These findings suggest that the informal attitudes and the
formal policies of the Army are not greatly divergent.

The horizontal cohesion and combat readiness scores were lower in those
companies where there was more than one soldier who did not expect to go with
their unit if it were sent to war. The horizontal cohesion score and the
proportion of soldiers who did not expect to go were inversely correlated.
This appears to be a strong effect in which the responses of a relatively
small nutmber of soldiers who did not expect to go to war were associated with
the lower average horizontal cohesion scores of the survey respondents in the
same company. The relation of these response to other behaviors is unknown.

The well-being and satisfaction of single parents was not different from
that of other soldiers. The small numbers of single parents who were
respondents in our surveys required large differences to be present before the
null hypotheses of no difference were rejected.

The horizontal cohesion of line support companies was higher than that of
headquarters support companies. We believe that there is a strong association

- 14-
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between horizontal cohesion and proficiency in the performance of many group
tasks and that the lower headquarters scores are due to fewer group tasks
which give fewer opportunities for developing horizontal cohesion and
implicitly in the headquarters leadership who do not organize tasks on a group
basis.

The average soldier's rating of platoon and squad level horizontal
cohesion was higher than his or her rating of company level horizontal
cohesion. This result is consonant with the field reports and provides
indirect support for the use of this measurement of horizontal cohesion

The soldiers in the light division had the same satisfaction, higher
cohesion, higher perceived readiness for combat and the same perceived
capability of the unit to simultaneously perform support and self-defense
compared to the conventionally organized division.

In summary, the survey responses of soldiers in light and mechanized
combat service support units differ from combat soldiers and between
themselves.

- 15-
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CONCLUSION

The findings reported above can be grouped into three sets of results:

1. There are measurable differences between combat and support troops,

2. Sex is not a factor in soldier's confidence in their leaders, and

3. The horizontal cohesion measure appears to parallel the extent to which
the soldiers reflect the work-group goals as the norm.

The implications of these results are:

1. The characterization of "the Army" requires data from the combat support
soldiers to represent the entire Army,

2. Personnel policies involving soldiers' confidence in their leaders can
be made without concern for the sex of either the soldiers or their
leaders, and

3. The assessment of cohesion and psychological orientation toward being a
soldier (including psychological readiness for war) requires the
interaction of questionnaire and field interview methodologies.

- 16 -
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Table 1. Survey response rate for combat service support soldiers

in a light (CSSL) and a mechanized (CSSM) division.

CSSM CSSL

EI-E4 Strength 1584 615

Female EI-E4 Strength 369 97

El-E4 Respondents 1013 331

EI-E4 Female Respondents 227 __. 63

Response Rate 64% 54%

Female Response Rate 62% 65%

Only includes those respondents from a company where there were

10 or more EI-E4 respondents in that company.

- 17 -
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Table 2. Survey scores for satisfaction In support soldiers in a

mechanized (CSSM) and a light (CSSL) division and in

comb~at soldiers in the same light division (CBTL).

CSSII (Pr] CSSL [Pr] CBTL

Satisfaction, mean 45-3 ns 46.7 37.8

std dev 16.96 16.26 14.68

n 901 302 968

Pr ( .001

-18-
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Table 3. Survey scores for combat readiness and horizontal cohesion

by non-deployment expectation for combat service support

soldiers in a light (CSSL) and a mechanized (CSSM) division.

CSSM CSSL

Non-Deploy /Company Non-Deploy/Company

(0-19%) [Pr] (19+%) (0-13%) [Pr] (13+%)

Number of Companies li il 6 4

4I_.

Coatat Readiness, mean 40.9 36.9 52.7 45.5

std dev 16.61 16.33 17.09 15.63

n 575 388 105 214

Horizontal Cohesion, mean 41.8 ' 37.0 48.5 e 42.1

std dev 16.84 18.16 18.30 16.89

n 588 386 106 213

"NO" as % of "NO" + "YES" on U2F, see appendix B-21.

"~ Pr < .01

' Pr < .001

- 19 -
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Table 3a. Survey responses to U2F, "Non-Deployability" item (Rif your

unit was sent to war today would you expect to go to war

with it?") by sex for combat service support soldiers (EJ-E4

in companies with 10 or more EI-E4 respondents) in a light

(CSSL, n = 268) and a mechanized (CSSM, n = 766) division.

CSSM CSSL

ML) M F M÷F II F M÷F

"YES" 83.2 59.1 77.8 87.7 75.0 85.4

Other than yes 16.8 40.9 22.2 15.7 25.0 14.6

"NO" 14.2 37.8 19.5 13.4 23.3 13.4

"IIY UNIT WILL

NOT BE DEPLOYED" 2.6 3.2 2.7 2.2 1.7 1.2

- 20 -
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Table 4. Survey scores for well-being and satisfaction in combat

service support soldiers in a light (CSSL) and a mechanized

(CSSM) division by single parent status.

CSSM CSSL

Sngl Prnt (Pr] Othr Sngl Prnt [Pr] Othr

Well-Being, mean 57.3 ns 62.0 64.0 ns 60.6

std dev 22.12 19.10 17.201--, 19.10

n 29 860 5 293

Satisfaction, mean 42.7 ns 45.4 44.4 ns 42.7

std dev 18.43 16.91 12.51 14.35

n 31 870 5 325
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Table 5. Survey scores for horizontal cohesion in combat service

support soldiers in a mechanized (CSSH) division and a

light (CSSL) division and in combat soldiers in the same

light (CBTL) division by headquarters or line companies.

CSSM CSSL CBTL

Headquarters, mean 32.1 41.3 46.4

std dev 17.67 16.45 -e-16.87

n 41 178 242

[Pr] ns

Line, mean 40.3 47.8 45.4

std dev 17.51 18.40 18.51

n 889 128 794

"Pr < .01

Pr < .001
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Table 6. Survey scores for platoon/squad and company horizontal

cohesion in combat support soldiers in a mechanized (CSSII)

division and a light (CSSL) division and in combat

soldiers in the same light division (COTL).

CSSt CSSL CBTL

Platoon/Squad, mean 43.0 46.8 48.2

std dev 20.13 19.95 '-- 20.72

n 96A 321 1034

[Pr] 0*° *4 96*

Company, mean 35.7 41.5 43.4

std-dev 18.80 18.92 19.52

n 971 318 1031

"Pr ( .01

"Pr ( .001
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Table 7. Survey scores for satisfaction, readiness for combat,

horizontal cohesion and dual mission for combat service

support soldiers in a light (CSSL) and a mechanized (CSSM)

division.

CSSN [(PrI CSSL

Satisfaction, mean 45.3 ns 46.7

std dev 16.96 -'c-16.26

n 901 302

Readiness for Combat, mean 39.3 47.8

std dev 16.61 16.45

n 963 319

Horizontal Cohesion, mean 39.9 44.2

std dev 17.52 17.60

n 974 319

Dual Mission, mean 2.42 ns 2.49

std dev 0.97 0.99

n 995 317

"Pr < .001
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"SATISFACTION" items

.FEELINGS ABOUT ARMY LIFESTYLE

Please rate how vou feel about each of these issues as they affect your own
life. There are five possible answers; these are listed below. Circle the
number corresponding to the answer that best describes how you feel about each

p•pect of your lif-.

Comp! et e Iy Somewhat Can't Say Somewhat Completely
Dis',.-ti-,fied Dissatisfied Satisfied Satisfied

I :: 4 5

F I The unit ! am assigned to ......................... 1 - 4 5 (110)
F14- My duty hours ................................... 1 4 (111)
FI, The location of this post ....................... 4 (12
F 16. My unit's leave/time off policies ............... 1 4 5 (11:)
FI7 My unit's training and field exercise scheaule .... 1 4 5 (114)

1- A4-•fy pay and allowances ........................... 1 5 (115)
F 20. The Army way of life .............................. 1 4 5 (116)
F22. The job secu-ity in the Army ...................... 1 4 5 (117)
F23. The standard of living in the Army ................ 1 2 - 4 5 (11I)
F24. The Armyvs retirement benefits ..................... 1 2 : 4 5 (119)
A!. Army recruiter practices and information .......... I 4 5 (120)

A-. How often I do work I am trained for .............. 1 4 5 (12 1)
A:% The amount of "make work" assignments I'm given... 1 4 4 (12
A4. How much I am required to "hurry up and wait....... I 2 4 (12:3
A'-. Opportunities for advancement/promotion ........... 1 4 5 (124)
At. Opportunity to gain civilian skills while in Army. 1 :4 5 (1 5
A7. The privacy I have in my present living quarters.. 1 4 5 (1 26)
A:4_. The social and recreational opportunities on Post. 1 4 5 (127)
A'-'. The military discipline on this Post .............. 1 4 5 ( 12-3)
A]C. The overell quality of Post medical care .......... 1 2 - 4 5 (129)
1. Ol- .porturiities for military schooling .............. 1 2 - 4 5 (130)
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"*SATISFACTION" scale

V43=SATISFACTION;

ARRAY SAT FYEIA---AI 18;
DO OVER SAT;

IF SAT GE 6 THEN SAT
END;
V43 ((FY13+FY14+FYI5+FY16+FY17+FYI9i-FY20±FY22+FY23+FY24

4-AI+A24-A3+A4+A5+A6+A7+A8I-A9-EAIO+AUl)-- 21.)*(1OO./(100-21.));
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"CONFIDENCE IN OFFICER LEADERS" items

We would like to know your' opinions about yourself and others in your unit.
Read each statement carefully, and then circle the number corresponding to the
answer that best describes how you feel. There are five possible answers;
these are:

St rongi I [ L1i sqre&ee Agree Strongly
Ii s. -Ae e Can 't Say Agree

4

FP-::3,. The cf f.ic ers in this conipanv
would lead well in combat ..................... 1 71 4 5 (252

P:'-. The off7icers in this company
really seen, to 'know their stuff ............... 1 2 3 4 5 (22')

F24. My leaders are better than

the leaders of other units ..................... 4 5 (222)

F-12. I a-m impressed by the quality
of leadership in this company .................. I 3 4 5 (23:33)

$21. If we went to war tomorrow, I would
feel gc-od about going with my suad .......... 1 2 3 4 (

$24. OfFicers in my company are the kind I
would want to serve under in combat ......... 1 2 - 4 5 (311)

S2$. My chain-of -command wor.ks well................. 1 2 3 4 5 (313)
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"CONFIDENCE IN OFFICER LEADERS" scale

SV20 OFFCONMOD;

ARRAY AV20 P33 P3 FX24 P12 520 524 S28;
DO OVER AV20;

IF AV20 > 5 THEN AV20 =
END;

V20 = ((P33+P3+FX24+PI2+S20+S24+S28)-7)( 100/28);
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"CONFIDENCE IN NCO LEADERS" items

We would like to know your opinions about yourself and others in your unit.
Read each statemnent carefully, and then circle the number corresponding to the
answer that best describes how you feel. There are five possible answers;
these are:

St.rungo 1 V y [' 4za,•dee Agree '.t rong l y
jis .qtre,. Can t Say Agr'ee

1 2 4

PF-3:4. The rNCOs in this company
4-ou1-11d lead well r. coibat...................... ,1( 4 .(_5.)

F'P. The NCOs in this company really
seen, to know their stuff ...................... 1. 4 5 (223)

S 1:8. My squad leader really seems to
know his or her stuff..........................1 2 3 4 9 ('.5)

S19. My platoon sergeant really seems to
know his or her stuff........................... I 4 5 (30)

$25. NCOs in my company are the kind I
would want to serve under in combat .......... I 4 5 (312)
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"CONFIDENCE IN NCO LEADERS" scale

" V21 = NCOCON;

ARRAY AV21 P34 P6 S18 519 525;

DO OVER AV21;
IF AV21 > 5 THEN AV21 =

V21 = ((P34+P6+SI8+S19+525)-5)*
5 ;
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"HORIZONTAL COHESION" items

We would like to 1::now your opinions about yourself and others in your unit.
Read each statement carefully, and then circle the number corresponding to the
answer that best describes how you feel. There are five possible answers;
these are:

Strong I "i sagret. Agree Strongly
i k sagree Can t Sa Aqree

1 4

F¶9% Ther-e xc a lot of teamwort, and
cooper-ation among sc-lkdiei- iii
ayjo. a, C I ............................................... 1 . 4 5 (4(c)5

F'. Preopl ,I n this company feel
, close to each other ...................... 1 2 4 5 (215)

F',. I spend yv after-Huty hours with

pe'ople in this company. ........................ 1 4_.

P1(. M) closest friendships are with
the people I work. with ........................ 1 4 5 (.1)

F224. Most of the people in my company
can be trusted ................................ 1 4 5 (24:-)

PF31. In this company, people really
look out for each other ....................... 1 4 5 5 15C )

FP;.5 Soldiers in this company have

enough stills that I would trust
them with my life in combat .................... 1 4 5 (254)

$4. I spend 4 lot of time with members
of my platoon after duty hours .............. 1 3 4 5

$7. 1 can qo to most people in my squad
-(or help when I have v personal

prohlem, l ike being in debt .................. 1 2 4 5 (2'4)

S)3. I can )o to most people in my platoon
for help when I have a personal
problem, like being in debt .................. 1 2 4 5 (2".5)

S., Most people in my squad would
lend me money in an emergency ............... 1 2 4 5 (29`)

$21. If we went to war tomorrow, I would
feel good about going with my squad..........1 2 4 5 (:-08.)

$22. If we went to war tomorrow, I would
feel good about going with my platoon ...... 1 2 4 5
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"HORIZONTAL COHESION" scale

*V24 = HORCOH;

ARFRRA Y A V24
FX,. P.2) FPI() IP24 P31 PF35 4 $7 S: S'J S21 - .S.-.

DIo OVER AiV2,1;
IF 1Y\;4 f > 5 THEN AV24

ENLi:

,dil l- IS-l S = NMISS (OF
F'),5- P2 P- PIO P24 P3'I P3.5 S4 S7 S:- S---S4 S21 S22

If NUMMISS I THEN V2.4 =
IF NIJM _MISS I THEN V24 = (INT((SUM(OF

X5 F FF,: PI F1 4 A'P3F P'-5, S4 S7 S:-: 9 S2-1 S.22,

t' 12) -:- ) (100152 ;
IF NiIN MIlS E THEN V24 = (SUM (OF

, ( -, F P Q9 F'O F224 P':1 F.:_"- . 8.. 4 S 7 S:E: S'? $21 .-22,. _

,- : )B( 180/52);
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"PLATOON/SQUAD HORIZONTAL COHESION" items

We wou]d like to know your opinions about yourself and others in your unit.
Read each statement carefully, and then circle the number corresponding to the
answer that best describes how you feel. There are five possible answers;
these are:

St rong ly ii sagr "ee Aqree Strong 1 y
Elisgree Can t Say Aqree

1 ~4

$4. I spend a lot of time with members
of my platoon ifter duty hours ................ 1 2 1: 4 5 (292)

$'. I can go to most people in my squad
for help when I have a personal
problem, like being in debt .................. 1 2 1 4 5 (294)

3;=. I can go to most people in my platoon
for help when I have a personal
problem, like being in debt .................. I - 4 5 (295•)

S9. Most people in my squad would
lend me money in an emergency ............... 1 2 :3 4 5 (29-4.)

321. If we went to war tomorrow, I would
feel good about going with my squad ......... 1 : 4 5 (305)

S22. If we went to war tomorrow, I would

feel good about going with my platoon ....... 1 2 4 5 (:3CI")
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"PLATOON/SQUAD HORIZONTAL COHESION" scale

V24B = (($4 + 57 + S8 + S9 + 521 + S22)-6)*(100/24);
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"COMPANY HORIZONTAL COHESION" items

We would like to know your opinions about yourself and others in your unit.
Read each statement carefully, and then circle the number corresponding to the
answer, that best describes how you ONee. There are five possible answers;
these are:

St r'ongcly i'i-gree Agree Strongly
Dli sagr-ee Can t Sav Agree

1 2-3

F5. There is a lot of teamwork and
cooperation among soldiers in
my conpany..................................... 1 2 3 4 5 (205)

F'2. People in this company feel
very close to each other ...................... 1 2 3 4 5 (225)

P9. f spend my after-duty hours with
people in this company ........................ 1 :- 4 5 (230)

F24. Most of the people in my company
can be trusted ................................ 1 2 3 4 5 (243)

P31. In this company, people really
look out for each other. ........................ 1:2 4 5 (250)

P:5. Soldiers in this company have

enough skills that I would trust
them with my life in combat .................... 1 2 4 5 (254)
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"COMPANY HORIZONTAL COHESION" scale

V24AA = ((FX5+P2+P9+P24+P31+P35)-6)*(100/24.);
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"COMBAT READINESS" items
UNI1 INFORMATION

Nex-t we ask. questions about your equipment and your unit. Read - statement
carefully and then circle the number corresponding to the answer that best
describes your opinion.

VERY VERY
HIGH HIGH MODERATE LOW LOW

U2A. How would you rate youLr-
unit's ability to perfeorff,

its -ipport fissioW1 in war` 1 ....... 2........ .. ...... 4 ........ ,.(-5)
L-:. How would you desv-ibe .our

fellow soldier's readine's
to fight if and when it is

S ....... 2 ...... ...... 4 ......... ('I

UII:-A.How would you rate the

condition of your unit<z
equtipaten-t (tools,

trucis, itd so forth)? ...... ....... .: .... 4 ........ -( 7)

We would like to know your opinions about yourself and others in your unit.
Read each statement carefully, and then circle the number corresponding to the
answer that best describes how you feel. There are five possible answers;
these atr-e:

Strongly Disagree Agree Strongly
ttisa'ree Caf't Say Agree

1-:4

FI4. The equipment of the Afierican Army is
better than that of the Russian Army........... 2 13 4 5 (212)

F15. My company will play a part
i.i winning Future conflicts .................... :: 4 4 (213)

P4. I think this company would do
a better job in combat than
most other Aramy units ......................... 1 2 3 4 5 (227)

PI1 : I have a lot of confidence in

our weapons ................................... 1 4 5 (237)

P19. I have real confidence in our
company s ability to use our weapons .......... 1 3 4 5 (23.)

F2`0. I think the level of training in
this company is very high ..................... 1 4 5 (239)

PF32. I think we are better trained than
nmost other companies in the Aray. .............. 1 2 4 5 (251)
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"COMBAT READINESS" scale

" V18 = COMBAT-MOD;

ARRAY AVI8 U2A U3 FXI5 P4 UI3A FX14 P18 P19 P20 P32;
00 OVER AVI8;

IF AVI1 > 5 THEN V18=.;
END;

VIB=((U2A+U3+FXI5+P4+UI3A+FXI4+PIB+PI9+P20+P32)-I0)*(100/40);

Three items were inverted before scale generation as follows:

U2A = (5 - U2A) + 1;

U3 = (5 - U3 ) + 1;

U13A= (5 -U13A) + 1;
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"WELL-BEING" items

YOUR CURRENT LIFE SITUATION

Now we ask questions about stresses and strains which you may have e.perienced
lately. Read each question below carefully, and then circle the number
corresponding to the ar.wer- that be-_.t describes, how you feel.

W'. i•urinq the past month, ,tt.j I. IN EXCCELLENT SPIF:ITS
ha',_? you .,hg•n feelIi ng in .'- IN V-I-:Y GOOD SF'1kiTS
qene.r-l i:. 'N1 GOOD SFPIRIrS MOSTLY

.. I HAVE HEEN UFP AND DOWN
1N•P IRITS A LOT

-. IN LOW SPIRITS MOSTLY
I N VC-ERY LOW SPIRITS (1:-

tI'.:. 1.{ttr'ng the past month, 1. EXIREMELY SO; I COULD NOT WORK OR
h.ve you been bothered TAF-E CARE OF THINGS..
by nervousness or your VERY MUCH SO

e,'e,:-. OUITE A BIT
4. SOME, ENOUGH TO BOTHER ME
5. A LITTLE

.. NO1 AT ALL (134)

W:-'. [During the past month, 1. YES, DEFINITELY SO
have you been in firm 2. YES, FOR THE MOST PART
control of your behavior, 3. GENERALLY SO
thoughts, emotions, or 4. NOT TOO WELL
feelings? 5. NO, AND I AM SOMEWHAT DISTURBED

6. NO, AND I AM VERY DISTURBED (135)
W4. During the past month, I. EXTREMELY SO, TO THE POINT I

have you felt so sad, HAVE JUST GIVEN UP
discouraged, hopele-Es, .. 'VERY MUCH SO

or had so many problems Q. OUITE A BIT
that you wondered if 4. SOME, ENOUGH TO BOTHER ME
arything was worthwhile 5,. A LITTLE BIT

/. NOT AT ALL ( 131.%)

WS. During the past month, 1. YES, ALMOST MORE THAN I
have you been under or COULD BEAR OR STAND
Felt you were under any YES, QUITE A BIT OF
strain, stress, or pressure? PRESSURE

- YES, SOME MORE THAN USUAL
4. YES, SOME BUT ABOUT USUAL

5 YES, A LITTLE
/. NOT AT A! .L (137)
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"WELL-BEING" items (cont)

W6. During the past month, 1. EXTREMELY HAPPY, COULD NOT HAVE
how happy, satisfied, or BEEN MORE SATISFIED OR PLEASED
pleased haEve you been with 2. VERY HAPPY
your pt,-lo'la life? :', FAIRLY HAPPY

4. SATISFIED, PLEASED
. SDIi-WHAT DISSATISFIED

6. VElR• DISSATISFIED I._:-

ll,7. 'Iu3 inc,; the past mncrith, I. NOf AF ALL
ha.'e you h_•d ;ny reason to 2. ONLY A LITTLE
w(c,,Il er if you wter:e lo•ingg 3. SO"E, BUT NOT ENOUGH
your mrid, or lo-.i:g control I'0 BE CONCERNED WITH
over tho v-jay you _.ct, tail, 4. SOME, AND I HAVE BEEN A
tIi r,1, f-e6] I" of your LITTLE CONCERNED
Imemlory? 5. SOME, AND I AM QUITE CONCERNED

6. YES, VERY MUCH SO AND
I AM VERY CONCERNED ' 1

W-8. During the past month, I. EXTREMELY SO, TO THE POINT OF
h~ave you been anxious, BEING SICK OR ALMOST SICK
worried or upset'- . VERY MUCH SO

QUITE A BIT
4. SOME, ENOUGH TO BOTHER ME

5. A LITTLE BIT
6. NOT AT ALL (140)

W.7'. During the past nonth, I. EVERY DAY
have you beer, .jal ing up MOST EVERY BAY
fresh and rested? :. FAIRLY OFTEN

4. LESS THAN HALF THE TIME

5. RARELY
6. NONE OF THE TIME (141)

WIO. Durinq the past mrionth, 1. ALL THE TIME
have you been bothered by 2. MOST OF THE TIME
any illness, bodily 3. A GOOD BIT OF THE TIME
djsnrders, pairns, or fear; 4. SOME OF THE TIME
About your health? . A LITTLE OF THE TIME

6. NONE OF THE TIME (142)
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"WELL-BEING" items (cont)

WI1. During the past month, 1. ALL THE TIME
has your daily life been 2. MOST OF THE TIME
full of things that were :W. A GOOD BIT OF THE TIME
intec'esting to you? 4. SUOME OF THE TIME

j. ALIITLE OF THE TIME
0. NONE Or THE TIME (143)

WI2. During the past month, I. ALL OF THE TIME
have you felt dowrhearted 2. MOST OF THE TIME
ard hlue' 3:. A GOOD BIT OF THE TIME

4. SOME OF THE TIME
j. A LITTLE OF THE TIME

,. NONE OF THE TIME (144)

W13. Durinig the past month, 1. ALL OF THE TIME
hove you been feeling 2. MOST OF THE TIME
emotionally stable and ?. A GOOD BIT OF THE TIIq.-
sure of yourself? 4. SOME OF THE TIME R--:"

5. A LITTLE OF THE TIME
6. NONE OF THE TIME (145)

W14. During the past month, 1. ALL OF THE TIME
have you felt tired, worn 2. MOST OF THE TIME
out, used-up, or exhausted? 3. A GOOD BIT OF THE TIME

4. SOME OF THE TIME
0. A LITTLE OF THE TIME
6.. NONE OF THE TIME (146)

For each of the next four scales, the words at each end of the 0-to-B) scale
describe opposite feelings. Circle the number along the line which is closest
to how you h.ve generally felt DURING THE PAST MONTH.

W19. DTring the past month, how concerned or worried about
your health have you been?

0 1 2 . 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (148-149)
NOT AT ALL VERY CONCERNED
CONCERNED
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"WELL-BEING" items (cont)

Wlb. During the past month, how relaied or tense have you been?

S 2.3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (150-151)
VERY RELAXED VERY TENSE

WI7. During the past month, how much energy, pep, vitality,
have you felt?

7 t152-150.)

NO ENERGY AT VERY ENERGETIC
ALL, LISTLESS DYNAMIC

W'19. During the past month, how depressed or cheerful have you

0 1 2 3 q 5 6 7 S 9 10 (154-155)
VERY DEPRESSED VERY CHEERFUL
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"WELL-BEING" scale

* GWb EDIT;

HF,:.RA Y AWW WW1I- WW I'::;

!f W15 7"> l N WI-S .

[IV Hi'L, - *:'*: HIIEN W16. -

IF W17 I IHEN W17 -

i F w 1'.-: = :c THEN WI:3 .

Afdd,` 6IG1 WI WT:: W6 W7 W-d' WI1 WI::-.

wIF'A y3G2 W2 W4 W5 W:: WLJ1O WI2 W,4;

AF~i/A'fGO: WI65. W1-6;

AfRRAN" WGG0 WWI1 WW 3: WW5 WW7 WW'. WWI WWI-.3;

ARRA f WGG2 Wt-J2 WW4 WWi- W.JW:_--', WW!< NW1 ' WW WW14;

,FjRAf wGC-:-', WW15j WW16;

LI OVER G3 1:
if GGI S 1 THEN WGO1 = 5;

ELSE IF GGI = 2 THEN WGGI = 4;

ELSSE IF GGI = 3 THEN WGGI =-

ELSE IF GGI = 4 THEN WGGI = 2;

ELSE IF GGI = 5 THEN WGGI = I;

ELSE IF GGI = 6 THEN WGGI = C;

ELSE WGG1 .

DitO OVER 032;"
IF 66,2 1= THEN WGG2 = 0;

ELSE IF GG2 = 2 THEN WGG2 = 1;

ELSE IF Gc2 G= 3• THEN WGG2 = 2;
ELSE IF GG2 = 4 THEN WGG2 =.3-;

ELSE IF G62 = 5 THEN WGG'2 = 4;

ELSE IF GG2 = T THEN WGG2 = 5;

EL.E W..62 =

(it! OVU R G6:63;

IF G6:3_= (i THEN WG3; = IC);

ELSE IF G:3 = 01 THEN WGG. = ;

ELSE IF G6G = 02 THEN WGG:- = 0

ELSE IF GG3 = 03 THEN WGG:}: = o7;

ELSE IF G6633 (.-04 THEN WGG6:5 = 06;

ELSE IF GG3 05 THEN WGG3 = 05;

ELSE IF GG:36 04S THEN WGG3 = 04;

ELSE IF G: 07 THEN WO:-, = 0:;

ELSE If- GG66 = OR. THEN WGG:G' = CO

ELSE IF G -G:3 - 0 THEN WGG:E: = 1;

ELSE IF GG3= 1- THEN WG:E3 = 01i;
ELSE WGG6: .
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"WELL-BEING" scale (cont)

WWI7 =W17.,

GWL, SC3F\'NG, V:E:ýGW E, ALLOWS MIISSING V~v3FNEELPS ALL;

N _GWB =N(OF WWI -WW1:9:');
IF N -GWPT =E THEN

OW131 'UII(OF 4W1-WW1S-.);
LLý:VI iF N_GWE4 - 1¶ý AND N_ GWB 1::: THEN

OWB~I I :E_:.-iSUM WEF WWI -WW I .: i N _GON)

GLIJ1'[NIC wiII.' -4 WWI4 + WWI-,"

3W WW -i WW4 WW!2, + NWW,_
C,W'.TEfII U H W 1 + WW' ~ W14;: + NW 11:.
(iI-Wi1NJ W W:` + 1414 - WWI3

-kb_ CUWEORf +t (WBENE 4' GWL4S*A7 + GWBCHR GWDTEN' b WDEP*1_. -
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"NON-DEPLOYABILITY" item

.2L'F. If Vourr unit was sent to 1. MY UNIT WILL NOT BE DEý,LUYE[D
wz..r tod.A:v would you o pect 2. YES

to wc -ith it? NO
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D

"NON-DEPLOYABILITY" scale

" CREATE OPTOUT OF GOING TO WAR VARIABLE, OPT;

IF U2F = 3 THEN OPT 'NOT GO';
IF U2F NE 3 THEN OPT = GO/OTH';
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"DUAL MISSION" item

U141T INFORMATION

Ne t we ask questions about your equipment and your unit. Reid each state-mert
careful ly *and then cir,-Cle the number, corresponding to the anst-jer thEt be,:t
(hscr 'ibu�s�. 'Coir op in i o.

VERY VERI
111GH HIGH MODERATE LOW LOW

_l14C,.How wo,.' .,d you ra1 e your

p 'r-., 0 t • ,:o-r (16e ense
ast i!h ; , t ime under fire? I ............. 4 ....... 5
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"DUAL MISSION" scale

UI4C = - IUI4C;
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